Standard DYNA III Electronic Ignition (D35-1)
or conventional points with amplifier box.

+ 12 volts from switch
  To DYNA III brown wire or amplifier output

Left  Right

6 VOLT COILS (1.5 OHM)

Dual DYNA III Electronic Ignition (D35-2)

The dual DYNA III installs like the standard unit (see installation instructions) except that there are 2 additional wires to fire the cylinders separately. There are 3 sensor plate wires that are color coded to the electronic module. Coil wire connections are shown below.

+ 12 volts from switch

Brown  Red  Black

Left  Right

12 VOLT COILS (3 OHM)

When the D35-2 system is installed on a bike with an electronic tach, it will be necessary to use a DYNA Tach Adapter # T-101 for proper operation of the tach.
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